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ABSTRACT
Durham, Alison. Are competition trained dancers ready for a college dance program?
Unpublished Master of Arts thesis, University of Northern Colorado, 2022.

The purpose of this research was to explore the opinions of competition trained dancers
and college dance professors to see if dancers in college dance programs were prepared for all
the aspects of dance that college offered. The research instrument used was an electronic survey
that utilized qualitative and quantitative questions for gathering data. Participants in this study
were located throughout the United States and included thirty college dance students and eight
college dance professors.
The data showed that some students believed they were prepared for a college dance
program, while others felt they had holes in their training. The data collected from both dancers
and college dance professors suggested that dancers needed to increase their training in ballet,
modern, dance history, and improvisation as well as musicality, prior to entering a college dance
program.
The researcher felt that this study was just the beginning, and more research is needed to
fully understand what dancers need to be prepared for a college dance program. This was the
first step in opening a dialog about the gap between competition trained dancers and college
dance education programs.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Goal of Thesis
The competition dance phenomenon has exploded into big business since television
brought dance into the forefront through shows such as “Dance Moms,” “So You Think You Can
Dance,” and “Dancing with the Stars.” Millions of dancers ages 4-18 around the world seek the
ultimate title of “best dancer” at each competition they attend. With over one hundred dance
competitions to choose from, there is no shortage of opportunity to perform. All this training and
performing, are dancers really prepared for the next step? As Christi Camper-More and John E.
Henning stated in the article “Making the Transition to Collegiate Dance Study,”
Moving from precollege dance training to a college or university dance major can be a
confusing time of transition. Young dancers might possess highly disparate dance values
and experiences acquired through participation in competitions, recitals, various dance
forms, or standards that might seem to suggest discordant purposes for the study of
dance. (71)
Training for a dance competition varies from student to student. This researcher’s
competition experience began twenty-two years ago, and included training in weekly classes of
ballet, tap, and jazz with competition rehearsal on the weekends for two hours. As the researcher
progressed from student to teacher, the demands of the competition students increased to nearly
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eight hours of weekly technique classes including tap, jazz, ballet twice a week, contemporary,
and conditioning as well as three to four hours of rehearsal time for multiple dance competition
routines.
In the article, “What Should Teachers Emphasize Most When Teaching Dance--Dance
Steps or Dance Technique?” dance teachers, physical education teachers, and graduate students
were asked whether dance steps or dance technique should be emphasized in the classroom.
While most of the responses in the article were leaning one way or the other, a few embraced the
idea that individual expression and the synthesis of dance steps and dance techniques are what
constitute good dancing. Scott A. G. M. Crawford, Professor Emeritus, College of Education and
Professional Studies, Eastern Illinois University stated, “The indelible impact of Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers was neither their steps nor technique, but their masterful ability to blend these
elements into a seamless whole that was aesthetically and athletically stunning” (55). There is a
freedom which teachers are afforded to emphasize dance steps, technical aspects, or both within
the dance classroom, depending on what best suits the needs of their students. What if that liberty
is taken too far by some teachers, leaving students void of certain aspects of their dance training?
In the article, “Releasing Your Inner Howler Monkey: Making the Transition into College”
Angela Yetzke stated,
The first year of college can be a confusing time. After years of technical training at your
home studio, the professor of your first college contemporary course now wants you to
turn in your feet and hunch your shoulders. Or maybe you walk into your first dance
improvisation course and your professor expects you to sing or make strange sounds
while you turn in your feet and hunch your shoulders. You are left wondering, “What did
I get myself into? This is not dance!” (153)
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The researcher’s personal studio dance experience did not include any classes or training
in improvisation or choreography. The first experience with either of those classes began in
college. The researcher did not enjoy the experience and had a difficult time connecting with the
actions. Having never experienced the freedom of movement and the creative opportunities and
activities, the researcher was unsuccessful in fully understanding the purpose of the lesson.
Reflecting on the class and those feelings, the researcher continuously uses that experience to
help construct her own classes so that future college dance students are successful with their
college dance experiences and endeavors.
When beginning a college dance program, not only are the students unsure of what to
expect from their classes, but the transition from high school to college can be a difficult one.
The move for dance students can be “further complicated by differences in dance style and
teaching methods used in post-secondary programs” (Schupp and Clemente 25).
In addition, the professors do not know what type of training the incoming dancers have
received prior to arriving. From technical dance steps to the freedom of expression and
improvisation, professors have a lot to learn about their dancers in a small amount of time. There
are many tools which professors can utilize to bridge the gap from competitive dancer to
collegiate dancer. The question is, what are they doing, and is it working?
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to see if competition trained dancers were prepared for a
college dance program. As Karen Schupp, renowned pedagogy researcher, and Karen Clemente,
editor, indicated in the article “Bridging the Gap: Helping Students from Competitive Dance
Training Backgrounds Become Successful Dance Majors,”
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In college dance programs, many students from competitive dance backgrounds struggle
with understanding what is considered “good technique.” They find that the definition of
technique expands from executing “steps” to comprehending how their bodies produce
given dance movements. This is a difficult transition for students to make, as most of
them are trying to gain this understanding in an unfamiliar dance form and with limited
knowledge of the aesthetics, theories, and science behind postmodern contemporary
dance movement. (26)
The goal of this study was to explore whether the training dance students receive is
preparing them for a college dance program, both from the college students’ and college
professors’ points of views. This study also explored how, if in any way, colleges are helping
students transition from being a studio competition dancer to being a successful college dancer.
The researcher created the following essential questions to examine the ways in which dancers
are being trained and how their training is perceived:
Q1

In what ways has competitive dance training prepared students for a college dance
program?

Q2

In what ways has competitive dance training not prepared students for a college
dance program?

Q3

What are colleges doing to help students transition from being a studio
competition dancer to college dance and to be successful in their program?

Q4

What can competition studios do to better prepare their dancers for a college
dance program?

Creating strong and well-rounded dancers is the goal of any dance studio, but are there
areas of training that students are missing? Does a winning mentality take away from the artistry
and the personal development of these dancers? From a competitive dancer’s perspective:
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When competition dancers enter college or seek jobs in the modern dance world, they
tend to tone down their “fire,” as one former competition dancer put it, to fit in. She was
a national-competition titleholder while in high school, but now she treated her
competition past like a secret. She wanted to join a modern dance company, and
competition dance is often considered better suited to music videos, concert tours or
cruise ships. (Feidelson)
After leaving their dance studio, students may have mixed feelings about the training they
received. The competition trained dancer may feel excited to share their previous experiences
and training with others or they may try to hide it for fear of embarrassment or rejection. In her
article “Competition and Dance Education,” Janice LaPointe-Crump wrote, “There are many
questions to resolve, but we must first understand that many students perform beautifully and
evocatively whether they perform purely for art’s sake or for a prize. For them all dancing is
imbued with internal satisfaction.”
A prominent figure in the dance studio industry, Rhee Gold shared his thoughts on
competitions:
Approve or disapprove, competition is everywhere; it’s inspiring thousands of young
people to enroll in classes. Those who are already training want to take more because
they’re seeing what can be accomplished with hard work and dedication. As a result, we
have stronger schools, dancers, and choreographers who are striving to be the best they
can be. That’s a good thing!
Significance of Study
In “A Mini History of Dance Education,” Patricia Reedy shared some insight into the
history of dance education in the public schools by explaining that in the 1980’s and 1990’s
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economics and politics played a role in pushing dance to the extracurricular sector of school, so
dance became a frill. Growing up in the 80’s and 90’s the researcher experienced the lack of
dance and movement in the classroom with dance limited to only two weeks of square dancing
taught in gym class. In order to receive a dance education, many dancers had to beg their parents
and put them under a financial burden in order to seek training at a local dance school. “Privatesector dance educators provide dance education and opportunities in their communities not
otherwise available in many areas ... that have state-level certification in dance but few positions
for dance educators in K-12 schools” (Gingrasso 26).
The private dance school attended by this researcher had only been in existence for about
twelve years when they began taking classes. The dance education was comprised of whatever
the dance teacher wanted to teach; it was simply knowledge passed down to her by the teacher.
Unlike public school where all teachers within a district and grade must follow a set curriculum
for math, science, etc., dance teachers in private dance schools had the freedom to share
whatever they deemed necessary. From one dance studio to the next, lessons and steps varied
depending on the teacher’s own knowledge.
In the private dance studio, the researcher experienced multiple teachers from different
backgrounds who were brought in to teach, each one specializing in a different genre of dance.
One was a certified Cecchetti ballet examiner, one was an educational teacher who enjoyed
dancing, one preschool teacher, one modern and jazz teacher with some college experience, and
the owner herself, a proficient tapper with no college dance degree. In any given class there may
or may not have been a curriculum or syllabus that was being followed. After experiencing
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multiple dance studios by either taking classes or teaching there, the researcher found that this
was the case in most private dance studios. It was rare to find a studio that followed a strict set of
curricula.
As the researcher joined the competition stage, it was clear that the amount of dance
knowledge and preparation varied from studio to studio. Then, as the researcher progressed on to
college, it became clear that the knowledge of the dancers entering college varied as well. At that
time dance education in the public and magnet schools was just beginning to develop. In 1998,
the National Dance Education Organization (NDEO) established its office outside Washington,
DC. “NDEO initiated an important, on-going dialogue with other professional organizations and
legislative bodies to address the issues and policy decisions that impact quality dance education
in America’s schools, studios and universities” (History of the National Dance Education
Organization). According to NDEO’s website,
Education in the art of dance develops the knowledge and skills required to create,
perform, and understand movement as a means of artistic communication. A
comprehensive education includes improvisation, technique, choreography, performance,
observation, and analysis. Exposure to dance history and cultures, kinesiology and
anatomy, and movement theories further enriches the dance educational experience.
Developing and creating guidelines for dance education in the public school has gained
recognition by many states since NDEO was founded. This was a huge step forward in bridging
the gap for college students. But the question remains--what guidelines do private dance studios
follow and what outcomes should students expect from their training?
Setting universal dance standards for private dance studios may help to bridge the gap
from studio dancer to college dancer. Camper-More and Henning elaborated on setting standards
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and regulations by stating, “Regulations are a complex issue because availability, accountability,
and financial resources vary widely among private studios and public schools. Consequently, the
necessary precursors to study dance in academia are neither clearly defined nor widely
understood” (71). To date, only thirty-five states certify dance educators who will teach in public
schools, while there are no uniform guidelines for teaching dance in private studios.
In “Dance Education in Dance Schools in the Private Sector: Meeting the Demands of the
Marketplace,” Elsa Posey explained a few issues that divide dance educators including things
such as college dance program graduates applying for local dance school teaching positions who
are poorly prepared to teach dance to children, work with parents, and understand the curriculum
requirements. At the same time, dance educators in higher education are complaining that
students are poorly prepared for the undergraduate dance curriculum. Higher education dance
educators expressed to Posey that they personally know dance schools in the private sector that
do not follow current standards, are exploitative, and endanger their students with poor training,
while dance educators in the private sector state that there are some dance programs at colleges
and universities that offer poor training (48).
Encouraging private dance studios to also follow the standards developed by NDEO may
help keep all students on the same track regardless of where they are receiving their training –
public school or private studio. NDEO offers many types of memberships including one for
private dance studios. Members have access to professional development, leadership
opportunities, research and publications, standards and more (NDEO membership statement).
Collectively coming together as a dance community to create and make changes to teaching
guidelines is what the NDEO is all about. The significance of this study it to analyze where the
gaps in dance education are occurring and open a dialog between the private dance sector, the
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public dance educators, and the college dance community regarding better training and being
more well-rounded in all aspects of dance.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Dance Training
In the following sections the researcher will discuss how dance training was developed in
both the private sector and public-school systems with an emphasis on the history of their
creation.
Private Sector Dance Schools
The private study of dance began in the late 1700s when dance masters were hired to
teach social graces to young men and women. In the US, the first dance educators were migrant
dance masters who traveled from community to community, teaching dances they created or
learned from others. “The dancing master was an accepted professional in England and France
for centuries. In colonial America, however, he strove to be accepted in society as an educator,
teaching additional skills such as fencing and etiquette” (Kassing 146). In the 1800s, most cities
had established dance schools that were operated by professionals, and by the 19th century
students were taught to sing, dance, and entertain in popular theaters (Posey 44). Political events
affected the shape of dance – World War I, women’s rights, Prohibition, and the Great
Depression – played a part in the shift from European dominated dances to new imported dances.
Waves of immigrants and migrated African Americans brought their cultures and dances with
them (Kassing 161). Dancers such as William Henry Lane, Fanny Elssler, Michel Fokine, Anna
Pavlova, Loie Fuller, and Isadora Duncan influenced the development of dance and its different
developing genres throughout the United States.
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Elsa Posey shared that by 1950, there were three distinct types of local dance schools in
the private sector; 1) The ballet academy for serious students; 2) The local recital school where
children learned to be graceful but were not expected to become professionals; 3) Schools of
modern dance that taught expressive movement (44).
“At the time, it was generally thought that a college degree in dance was necessary only
if one were contemplating teaching dance as part of a physical education program in high school
or higher education” (Posey 44). The combination of the coming of age of media (television and
movies), and the post-war prosperity of middle-class America, providing more free time and
disposable income led to the tremendous growth of dance schools in communities across the US
(Posey 44).
The training that was happening in the private sector varied based on the background,
training, and experience of the dance educators. It can be speculated that some of the educators
did not have professional training or performance experience, and it was also likely that they had
little or no experience with running a small business, or understanding child development, and
teaching methods. The reason dance teachers opened a dancing school was for their love of
teaching dance to children and their willingness to work hard to succeed in their business (Posey
44). “It can be seen that many professional dancers open dance schools without any knowledge
of how to teach dance beyond their own experience in learning and performing dance” (Posey
45).
While teaching dance in the private sector, teachers are often pulled in different
directions and face the unique challenges of being the business owner, manager, advertising
administrator, artistic director, as well as dance educator. Private sector teachers may work in
multiple locations throughout a geographic area, teaching multiple genres, and age groups at
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various locations to meet their own financial needs (McGreevy-Nichols and Dooling-Cain 4).
“Accessing professional development can be a challenge for private studio teachers. Because
continuing education is not required for studio teaching, as it is for those in K-12 setting, it is not
often provided or paid for by the employer” (McGreevy-Nichols and Dooling-Cain 4). Private
studio teachers oftentimes teach what and how they were taught which may be inaccurate or
unsafe for the young, developing student.
Private-sector dance schools offer a wide variety of offerings to appeal to the consumer.
Within one community, there could be multiple dance schools to choose from. Often, towns and
communities offer inexpensive dance lessons through the local parks and recreation department
at the same time there are one, two, or more private dance studios within the same vicinity.
Posey acknowledged that “competition between schools of dance is effectively improving the
quality of dance education available to the public … on-going education is demanded of anyone
entering the field of dance education in the private sector” (47).
Public Schools
K-12 schools had a slow start when it came to creating a dance program that was separate
from a physical education program. In her article from March 2021, Posey explained, “In the
past twenty years, dance in higher education has removed itself from physical education and
established itself as an arts discipline. … Dance as an arts discipline is slowly becoming an equal
partner with music, art, and theater in public education.” (46). According to Jane Bonbright in
“Threats to Dance Education: Our Field at Risk,” the language used within the federal
government defining dance in education often gets translated down to the state and local level as
music and visual arts being the only two art forms needed in U.S. education. She stated, “Dance
and theater go largely unrecognized in federal legislation, national assessments, federal surveys,
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and the media. Dance and theater have been omitted from national surveys designed to capture
important data for arts education in U.S. schools” (107).
The 2002 legislation under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)
mandated that dance as an art form must be taught by a qualified dance educator (Bonbright
2011). The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act established art as a “core subject.” In 2015, Every
Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) replaced NCLB and called for a “well-rounded” education that
included arts alongside math and language arts. The new law offered funding for integrating arts
through the Assistance for Arts Education grant program (Zubrzycki).
Even when dance is offered in schools, each state, district, or school has its own
mandates regarding which department dance should reside in, how credits are awarded, teacher
certification/licensure requirements, student graduation requirements, and university admission
requirements (Agresta-Stratton and Monson 5). For instance, in Arizona “…the curricular area in
which dance resides (fine arts or PE) depends on the individual school district” (5). In California,
districts differed in terms of where their dance classes fell, which resulted in dance teachers
needing a PE credential to teach dance or dance being taught by unqualified PE teachers. New
Jersey and New York also offer confusing information about what certifications are needed for
teaching dance in the public schools depending on the district (Agresta-Stratton and Monson 6).
Conservatory Programs
During the 1930s and 1940s several modern dance companies emerged providing ways
for artists to apply their theories, techniques, and styles of movement, and for dancers to train for
their companies (Kassing 195). Denishawn and Duncan dance schools began popping up around
the country (Kassing 188). The Denishawn School was where Martha Graham enrolled and took
class and only three years later, joined the company (Kassing 189).
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Also, during the 1930’s, professional ballet companies began to emerge in major cities
throughout the U.S., including Philadelphia, San Francisco, Chicago, and New York, (Kassing
180). Often, to get into these companies, students were required to attend the school connected
with the company. “Kirstein and Balanchine were determined to lay the foundations for
American ballet through a school that would feed a company” (Kassing 185). The School of
American Ballet (SAB), created in 1948, ballet school for the New York City Ballet (NYCB),
clearly states on their website, “SAB alumni comprise almost all of New York City Ballet’s
world-class dancers. NYCB does not hold open auditions and very rarely invites professional
dancers not trained at SAB to join its ranks. Instead, the School and Company’s artistic director
annually selects up to 10 SAB students to undertake year-long apprenticeships with New York
City Ballet” (School of American Ballet).
American Ballet Theatre (ABT) also began a training school for students who wish to
train in their specific style and wish to be in their company. According to their website, “ABT
Studio Company serves as the crucial vehicle for transitioning from student to professional
performer. Nearly 80% of current American Ballet Theatre dancers are alumni of ABT Studio
Company”.
Training schools can be good for the dance companies who wish to maintain the highest
quality of education specifically for their methods, movement, and choreography, but can have
downfalls including limited locations and financial burdens, with no guarantee of employment at
the end.
Conservatory training demands that dance students live in the area, frequently away from
home and family. They attend rigorous daily programs including dance training and
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academics. The students, and their parents, expect this training will enable them to be
employed by the company that trained them or by a similar company. (Posey 45)
Teaching Materials
The following sections will discuss the teaching materials that are available for studio
teachers to choose from when planning their classes.
Syllabi
“Dance has been preserved for hundreds of years through labor-intensive, hand-written
dance notation” (Posey 47). While historically dance teachers taught what they have learned
from their dance teachers, today there are an abundance of resources available for dance
educators to use. From the availability of information on the internet to the explosion of dance on
television and in movies, there is no shortage of material dance teachers can pull from to create
new and novel dance lessons.
The Imperial Society of Teachers of Dance (ISTD) was established in London, England
in 1904; groups of individuals saw the need for a comprehensive system of training and came
together to create their own syllabus and a series of exams based on what they felt is important
for students to learn at different levels of training. Today, the Society has more than 6,000
members in 59 countries, including the United States (Imperial Society of Teachers of Dance).
Growing up, the researcher had the opportunity to experience the Cecchetti Ballet and tap syllabi
as well as the exams that ISTD offered. ISTD also offers its own set of teacher examinations,
allowing teachers to earn their qualifications to teach their method.
Other organizations such as American Ballet Theatre also have their own set of ballet
syllabi and teacher certifications. Dance Masters of America, Dance Educators of America,
Gilbert Tap Exams, Tap Dance Syllabus, and Acrobatic Arts are just a few of the many
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organizations which have developed their own syllabi for dance teachers to use as training
methods. These syllabi afford teachers opportunities to train their dancers in a series of dance
steps without the teacher’s bias related to movement choice or inability to execute the movement
themselves.
Standards
Because few industry standards regulating curriculum or teaching practices are currently
in place for studios, some teachers are turning to national standards to help shape their
class content and pedagogy. … A standards-based curriculum can help students and their
families recognize the importance of developmentally appropriate dance training, with an
emphasis on student safety. With the popularity of competitive dance on television, it can
be difficult for dancers and parents to see beyond competition. Implementing a standardsbased curriculum can create a studio culture that values the artistic processes of dance
and recognizes the importance of well-rounded dance arts education, not just
competition. (McGreevy-Nichols and Dooling-Cain 5)
The National Dance Education Organization created the Standards for Learning and
Teaching Dance in the Arts: Ages 5-18 as a resource for teachers. The NDEO is founded on the
belief that every child has a right to enjoy quality education from a qualified teacher in a
sequential curriculum. The standards provide general goals for dance learning and outline a wellbalanced range of dance experiences appropriate for each level. According to their website,
The Standards for Learning and Teaching Dance in the Arts: Ages 5-18 serve as a guide
for dance teachers, artists, administrators, and students. … They outline what students
should know and be able to do in the art of dance in the arts-making processes of
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Performing, Creating, Responding, and Interconnecting dance to life and other
disciplines. (NDEO, Studio Dance Standards)
Studio teachers can access these standards for free on NDEO’s website. Using the four
standards--Performing, Creating, Responding, and Connecting--eleven anchor standards were
developed. These anchor standards break down each standard further for teachers to clearly
understand all the objectives. “The goal of the standards is to inspire dance educators and their
students to explore the many facets of dance and prepare them for a lifetime of engagement with
the art form” (National Coalition for Core Arts Standards).
Although there are no specific steps or lessons plans, these standards serve as a guide for
teachers to develop their lessons and align their teaching with that of the K-12 schools that also
follow these standards. The standards offer a wide range of interpretation allowing teachers to be
creative in what and how they choose to present the anchor standards.
Dance Competition
In the following sections the researcher discusses how dance competitions define how
dance should be viewed.
Rules and Regulations
Many dance competition organizations offer different levels of competition based on the
students’ commitment to dance training, their experience in competing, or both. Often, it is up to
the teacher to decide which level is best suited for each individual dancer. Most competitions
offer a novice or recreational category, for dancers who train three hours or less per week, an
intermediate category, for dancers who train 6-7 hours per week, and an advanced category, for
dancers who train 8 or more hours per week. These levels are designed so that each dancer feels
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good about their competition experience no matter if they are just beginning their dance journey
or have been doing it for a long time.
These levels afford dancers the ability to “compete” against dancers who are the same
skill level as themselves. It is a way for competition organizations to appeal to all dancers and
widen their ability to create income. The researcher, having been a competition judge, would
take into consideration the level at which the dancer was placed when tallying the final score.
Knowing that a dancer had only been training for a minimal amount of time would account for
the lack of knowledge, technique, or the inability to fully execute a movement that was being
demonstrated. Dancers who train more frequently were then expected to have a higher level of
dance vocabulary and technique execution, and therefore were scored accordingly.
Competition companies require studios and teachers to create dance pieces within
categories such as solo, duo, trio, small group, large group, line, and production. Additionally,
routines are broken down by the average age of the group members, resulting in age categories
that span over a two-to-three-year range. For instance, a group of five dancers with ages 8, 9, 11,
12, and 15, would fall into the small group category in the age group for dancers 9-11 at one
competition, but in the age group 11-13 in another competition.
Choreographers must also assign a style category to their dance piece such as ballet, tap,
jazz, hip hop, lyrical, contemporary, acrobatics, musical theatre, modern, character, song and
dance, open, etc. Competition companies provides their guidelines as to what type of movement
constitutes each one of those style categories. It is up to the choreographer or teacher to decide
the category that best fits their choreography. For instance, one competition might offer a
musical theatre category while another offers a musical theatre and a character category,
meaning that the same dance could be in a different category from one competition to the next. It
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is possible that one teacher might consider a routine to be contemporary, while another might
view it as jazz. It can be challenging for teachers to define their movement if it seems to cross
many genres. The teacher must read the genre description from each competition company and
determine where the choreography would best be suited for that competition.
In the article, “Dance Competition Culture and Commercial Dance,” Schupp stated,
Additionally, these dancer teacher/choreographers consider the implicit standards of
dance competitions and the explicit rule and regulations when choreographing. For
example, when choreographing they respect what is considered age-appropriate content,
the number of “tricks” allowed in a dance, and the maximum allowable duration of a
dance. (63)
Many times, studios hire professional choreographers that specialize in competition work
and travel around the country for a living doing just that. These professionals know what
winning competition routines look like and develop routines for the dancers presented to them.
Being able to anticipate what movements judges are going to consider “appropriate skills” for the
age of the dancers on stage can be a delicate endeavor when creating a competition piece. One
judge might think that the movement was too easy, while another thought it was on par with the
dancers’ age and experience level. Choreographers are encouraged to keep their dance within a
certain time limit, usually based on the number of dancers in their piece. On average, most
dances must be completed in three minutes or less. Some competitions afford studios with very
large groups (usually considered a line group) or production routines longer time limit.
Productions often carry a seven- or eight-minute time limit, and there may be the option to
purchase additional time for an additional fee per dancer.
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Judging and Awards
Each competition has a slightly different set of guidelines for the numerical scores that
constitute each award, and each competition offers different awards. One competition company
may simply use bronze, silver, gold, while another may offer a platinum or “elite platinum” as
their highest mark to achieve. Jesse Katen explained in the article “Competition and Cognition:
Theorizing an Autopoietic Pedagogy of Performance with Competitive Dance,”
A panel of several judges score the routines and offer recorded feedback. During the
awards ceremonies, dancers are awarded achievement levels based on adjudicated score
(for example 90% or above may receive “high gold,” thus the dancers compete against an
abstract standard rather than each other), sometimes ranked placements within categories
or for a special title categories (with direct, ranked competition: first, second, third), and
special awards subjectively selected by the judges. (141)
In the article, “Dancing the ‘American Dream’: Dance Competition Culture in Times of
Shifting Values,” author Karen Schupp asserted,
Although the judging is subjective, there are unstated standards about what qualifies as
good dancing and a good dancer. The stereotypical competition dance is young, long and
lean, very flexible yet toned; performs movements that require power and mobility in the
lower body that draws from jazz dance, ballet, and acrobatic tricks, all while telling a
story through facial expressions, movement quality and musicality; and wears costumes
that highlight the dancer’s gender and creates a sense of uniformity for a group. (35)
Subjectively determining whether a routine had good technique, the right amount of
difficulty, the perfect stage presence, the right costume choice, all while giving verbal feedback
into a microphone and developing special award categories and explanations, all within the three
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minutes a routine is on stage can be quite challenging. These factors all contribute to the
perceived subjectivity of scores. Further, judges might also be told that a competition company
has the “bronze” category as an option for a score for routines but that they should not be scoring
any routine that low. The scores given to the first 15-20 routines of the day seem to set the
baseline for the remainder of the scores that weekend. Additionally, if one judge scores a routine
that is completely out of alignment with the other judges on the panel, they may be asked to
reconsider their score and adjust it.
Students may experience a range of scores and awards of the same routine as they
perform it at a variety of dance competitions. At one competition they may score high gold,
while at another a platinum. They may also receive a special judges award at one, while at
another, no special recognition at all. Depending on the scores of the other dancers in their age
category, they may receive an overall high score award at one, but not at any others. This
inconsistency of judging and scoring can be frustrating for dancers and teachers alike. While
interviewing dance teachers on competitions, Schupp found,
Interviewees overwhelmingly believe that judges’ personal dance experiences provide
their evaluative lens, which makes the process highly subjective. Although they
acknowledge that the preponderance of judges are knowledgeable, the subjectivity of the
judging paradigm is a point of frustration for them. (“Dance Competition Culture and
Commercial Dance” 61)
College Programs
This section will provide an overview of college dance programs including the history of
college dance programs, the admittance of students into these programs, and the requirements for
graduation.
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History
Dance and Physical Education have been connected since the late 1800s. Melvin Gilbert
taught aesthetic dance at Harvard and created aesthetic dance for women’s physical education
during the last decades of the 19th century. He also founded a teacher-training program. Gertrude
Colby, a graduate of Gilbert’s program taught physical education and aesthetic dance at the
Speyer School as part of Columbia University in New York (Kassing 172). This opened the door
for the first college degree program in dance to be established in 1926 at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison under Physical Education (Agresta-Stratton and Monson 4). Slowly,
colleges began to house dance with art and music divisions. It was not until the 1970s, when
more colleges began to move dance out of physical education and into fine arts departments.
Dance migrated to other fine and performing arts in newly created “Colleges of Fine
Arts.” The College of Fine Arts was a logical home for dance for three major reasons: (1)
it was the place where arts were taught as academics; (2) it supported artistic
experimentation and performance; and (3) it already housed the sister arts of music,
visual arts and, to a lesser extent, theater. (Bonbright National Agenda 2)
Admittance
Entrance into a college dance program varies. From a video audition to an in-person
audition, even an interview, each college takes a different approach to how they accept students
into their dance programs. The University of Iowa’s website shares that students pursuing a BA
in dance must meet the requirements for the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, while those
students pursuing a BFA first must apply and be admitted to the BA program and then must earn
30 semester hours at the University of Iowa and show exceptional academic and professional
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promise. In each case, and in the case of a dance minor, students must audition for their
acceptance (Dance, Iowa Admissions).
State University of New York (SUNY), Purchase College’s website is a bit more explicit
in their requirements stating,
To be considered for admission, you must first apply to the college BFA Dance program
and submit a first-round pre-screening video. Finalists will then be invited to the secondround campus audition. … Admission to the Conservatory of Dance is highly
competitive. Acceptance is based primarily on your dance audition, demonstrating
extensive prior training in modern, contemporary and/or classical ballet; serious
commitment to dance training and a career in the professional dance field; talent and
potential as a performer; musicality. (“Dance”)
The University of Hartford offers a BFA in dance performance and ballet pedagogy
(Dance, University of Hartford). Their audition process includes a class in ballet/pointe, modern
and improvisation. Each dancer must also have a short solo prepared and interview with a dance
division faculty member. They are assessed on their ballet technique, physicality, creativity,
receptivity, and authenticity of movement expression (Audition Requirements, University of
Hartford). Not too far from Hartford, Dean College also offers a BFA, but students can choose
from dance pedagogy, performance/choreography, dance studies, and studio management as
their concentration (Program Overview, Dean College). Dean, like many other colleges offers
the option of students of sending in a video audition if they are unable to attend an in-person
audition.
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Performances
Colleges often offer opportunities for dancers to perform the works that were set on them
or ones that they created themselves. The number of performance opportunities varies from
college to college. Many colleges perform in the Universal Dance Association (UDA) College
Regionals and Nationals. This is something they can participate in as part of their college’s dance
team, not necessarily a dance major or minor. This style of dance is often cheer-style or hip
hop/jazz based and may require the use of poms. This is also considered a competition style
performance.
Colleges may offer performances once a semester in their home theater, like that of
Central Connecticut State University, giving students the opportunity to choreograph the first
semester and teachers and hired choreographers to set pieces the second semester. Additionally,
colleges may choose to take a piece to perform with other colleges such as The University of
Saint Joseph’s 5x5 Dance Festival, held annually in November in West Hartford, CT. Salve
Regina University in Rhode Island offers their students the opportunity to perform at American
College Dance Association (ACDA), Boston Contemporary Dance Festival, Southern Vermont
Dance Festival, BDTx, and Waxworks (Performance Opportunities, Salve Regina University).
Curricular Requirements
“For most first-year college students, a curriculum in which theory and history are prized
as much as technique is unfamiliar” (Rizzuto). Often students have spent most of their lives
learning from one or two dance teachers, in multiple genres. Heading to a college where the
emphasis may be quite different, can be a challenge for any college student to overcome.
“Students often enter a college dance program thinking it will be an extension of their hometown
studio program and might resist having to learn theory and history” (Gibbons 22). In her article,
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“Why--and How--College Dance Programs Insist on Balancing Technique Class with Theory,”
author Rachel Rizzuto pointed out,
A balanced curriculum requires students to engage contextually and historically with
dance--offering a three-dimensional understanding of the art form--which in turn gives
dancers the tools they need to question and analyze how they each choose to operate
within the field at large.
She went on to quote Hari Krishnan who stated, “I’m not interested in how good or bad a
dancer you are. It’s how engaged you are to the material.” Krishnan, the Chair at Wesleyan
University, noted that they are not a conservatory, where the emphasis might be placed on
technique alone; they look at the bigger picture.
Small college dance programs can have the challenge of getting students to understand
the breadth of the field. Elizabeth Gibbons quoted Alison Bory, “I want them (students) to know
that dance encompasses a lot more than just what they did in their home studio – but not trying to
offer classes I don’t feel qualified to teach” (22).
Colleges have specific requirements that students need to fulfill before they graduate.
One of the many classes often required is dance history. The first dance history class the
researcher took at college, was an hour and a half long and met twice a week. Each session
consisted of 45 minutes of studying the development of movement and choreography of a
particular choreographer as well as 45 minutes of discussion, video presentations, and group
work. This hands-on approach to history was useful, beneficial, and made a strong impression on
the researcher. The second time the researcher experienced a dance history class, through a
different college, it was held online and 95% of the class involved reading the book and
answering questions. It was uninspiring and the researcher found the material difficult to
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consume and remember. Both classes were about dance history, but the approach and even some
of the material covered, were very different. Finding a balance of movement and information to
keep students engaged in the material is important for the continued growth of a college dance
program.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This chapter will describe the methodology used in this study as well as how these data
were collected and analyzed.
Preparation for the Study
Prior to conducting this study, the researcher requested permission from the Institutional
Review Board (IRB) by answering a series of questions describing the purpose of the study, how
data would be collected, possible risks and benefits, and the process for handling the data. The
IRB granted approval to conduct research through surveys developed for college dance students
and college dance professors (see Appendix A).
Research Study
The goal of this study was to gauge how college dancers felt about their training prior to
attending a college dance program. It was also to see if college professors felt dancers were
prepared to participate in their college dance program. The following essential questions were
used to guide the study and its accompanying research:
Q1

In what ways has competitive dance training prepared students for a college dance
program?

Q2

In what ways has competitive dance training not prepared students for a college
dance program?

Q3

What are colleges doing to help students transition from being a studio
competition dancer to college dance and to be successful in their program?

Q4

What can competition studios do to better prepare their dancers for a college
dance program?
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Research Participants
The research participants for this study were current college students over the age of
eighteen, or students who graduated college within the past one to two years who majored or
minored in dance, or dance education, and college dance professors. These participants were
gathered through a series of posts on dance networking sites on the internet (see Appendix B), as
well as through the researcher’s colleagues. Through use of the connections at NDEO, National
Association of Dance and Affiliated Arts, Cecchetti USA, and the New Dance Teacher Network,
the researcher was able to collect 49 survey responses from college dancers. Of those 49
participants, 30 participants answered the first 23 questions in full and those responses are
presented in this research project. Eleven college dance professors also took part in the survey,
and all were presented in this research project. Each participant was sent an electronic link to a
Qualtrics survey which included a consent form (see Appendix C).
Participants involved in this study were from all over the United States. Figure 1 shows
that most of the students who took the survey were from colleges in the Northeast. Figure 2
shows the same of the college professors who took the survey. There was a wide variety within
the students in how many years they had been dancing at college (see Figure 3). Two students
fell into the “other” category for the number of years dancing in college. One student was
completing a degree with a dance emphasis and participated in the dance club every few
semesters, while the other indicated they were just about to add a dance major on for their
sophomore year of college.
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Figure 3. Number of Years Students Have Been Dancing in College

Research Instruments
The researcher designed both surveys using Qualtrics and once the consent form was
completed, electronic surveys were sent to all potential participants in the study. The student
survey included twenty-four questions (see Appendix D) and the professor survey included
twelve questions (see Appendix E). Multiple choice questions were used to gather quantitative
data while open ended questions were used to assist in answering the researcher’s essential
questions. Students were asked about their childhood training and competition experience
followed by a group of questions regarding their college dance training. Lastly, students were
asked to reflect on how prepared they were for their college dance classes. Professors were asked
to share information about the college they teach at and the classes required for dance students to
graduate. The survey also contained many open-ended questions for professors to reflect on how
dancers transition into college dance program and where their previous training might be lacking.
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Data Analysis and Procedures
When the survey window closed in June, the researcher analyzed the completed surveys.
The method of analysis was both quantitative and descriptive. The researcher identified themes
and common ideas found in the survey responses in order to answer the essential questions.
Selections included in the thesis writing did not compromise the anonymity of the participants
involved in the research. The names of participants were not used to ensure confidentiality. All
surveys were analyzed, and significant data were used in writing this thesis.
Summary
This chapter discussed the main themes of the study and the tools the researcher used to
collect data. The surveys were both quantitative and qualitative in nature. All surveys were given
anonymously to college dance professors and college dance students. Data collected helped the
researcher discover emerging themes to guide in answering the essential questions posed. The
outcomes of this study are provided in the discussion chapter of this thesis.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
As stated in the introductory chapter, the objective of this study was to examine if
competition trained dancers are prepared for a college dance program. The survey used for this
study aimed to answer the essential questions. This chapter details the quantitative and
qualitative data.
Student Data
College dance students from across the United States were given an anonymous survey
that consisted of twenty-four questions. Data were collected from December 12, 2021, until May
7, 2022. A total of thirty survey participants who answered the first twenty-three questions
completely had their data analyzed and included in this chapter.
Analysis of Student Background Data
This study surveyed college dance students currently in college and those that selfidentified as one to two years out of college. Students were asked to share some background
information about their dance training prior to entering college. Figure 4 shows the age at which
the students began their dance training. Two thirds of participants started dancing by the age of 4
and some students began competing as young as five years old. By nine years old, 53% of
dancers had started attending competitions (see Figure 5). Figure 6 shows that by the time the
students went to college, 66% of dancers had been competing for 6 or more years.
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The training that students in this study received came from different sources. While all
thirty participants trained at a local dance school, some students additionally trained at a
performing arts high school (8), and/or middle school (3). One received additional private
tutoring, and only one attended a conservatory program at the Joffrey Ballet School.
Student participants spent many hours in the dance classroom, perfecting their skills. Twenty-one
of the dancers spent eleven or more hours a week training. Six additional students spent between
seven and ten hours a week training (see Figure 7). This contrasts with the number of hours
students are training at the college level as shown in Figure 8. Of those hours spent in the dance
classroom prior to college, the time spent specifically training for competition was spread evenly
between one to seven plus hours (see Figure 9).
Students competed in many genres of dance (see Figure 10). All thirty survey participants
competed in jazz dance. Many then also competed in lyrical, contemporary, tap, and hip hop.
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While in college, students have set their training paths in dance to a dance education
major or minor, a dance major, a dance minor, or a dance emphasis (see Figure 11). One dance
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major and one dance minor students were also dance education majors or minors, while another
dance major student also had a dance emphasis.
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Figure 11. College Focus

The classes that students are required to take to complete their respective degrees varied
greatly. In the survey, students listed the classes which they had already completed towards their
degrees. Table 1 shows the variety of classes that students had to take and how many of the
students had to take those classes.
Prior to entering college, the survey participants performed in competitions multiple
times a year. Seven survey participants competed 1-3 times a year, and 23 competed 4-6 times
per year. In each competition, students performed one or more group routines. Figure 12 shows
that 70% of students performed in four or more group numbers each year. Once in college,
students continue to have the opportunity to perform one or more times throughout the year.
Sixteen students said they perform one to two times per year, twelve students said they perform
three to four times a year, and two said they perform five to six times per year. Of those
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performances, only three students indicated that they competed with their college which included
UDA regional and nationals and competitions around school.

Table 1
College Dance Course Completed
Dance Course

Students Attending

Dance Course

Students Attending

Ballet

23

Anatomy

2

Jazz

17

Yoga

1

Modern

16

Creative Athlete

1

Tap

8

Dance on Film

1

Contemporary

8

Mind Body Awareness

1

Choreography

7

Dance Ensemble

1

History

7

Ballroom

1

Pedagogy

6

Creative Dance Education

1

Composition

6

Intro to Dance Education

1

Hip hop

4

Pilates

1

MT

4

Voice

1

Improv

4

Roots of Jazz

1

Pointe

3

Music theory

1

Kinesiology

3

Dance & Society

1

Pas de Deux/Partnering

3

Intro to Dance

1

African

3

Dance Sampler

1

Dance team

2

World Dance

1

Career in Dance

1
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Figure 12. Group Dances Per Year

Students shared which dance class prepared them the most for their college experience
(see Figure 13). Sixty percent (18) of the student respondents said that ballet/pointe and
contemporary class prepped them for college dance the most. Five students said jazz and four
students said modern class prepared them the most for college. Only two students said tap and
one student said lyrical classes prepared them the most for their college dance experience.
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Figure 13. Class that Prepared Students Best for College Dance

Analysis of Student’s Perception of Their
Dance Training
Survey participants had the opportunity to share how they felt about their dance training
prior to entering college. Students were asked “In what ways did you feel overprepared for your
college dance experience?” There were a variety of answers ranging from not feeling
overprepared to feeling that they were better than all the other dancers in general. One participant
stated, “(I had) way more training than most of my college peers. I got worse in college.”
Another noted, “My dance background is way more advanced than the dance program at my
school, so I was expecting more from it which made me overprepared.” Eight students
commented that they did not feel overprepared at all, one stating she felt right on track, and two
wrote that their college experience was so different than their previous experience. One said it
was “an entirely different experience from what I experienced in high school.”
Other participants related their experience to their competition training. One stating,
“Turns. I feel like in a competition setting most people try to do as many turns as they can in a
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row. But in college I’ve never been asked to do more than a triple pirouette, or an 8 count of
fouettés/a la seconds.” Another stated, “It was a hard transition to go from competition dancing
to college dancing. There are not many leaps, jumps, and turns, and more technique and
movement.” Still another commented, “I had a lot of experience in commercial dance and tricks,
but I found that we did not focus on that in college at all. I felt that I didn’t have a lot of
experience in the areas that I began studying in college.”
A few of the dancers commented that they were overprepared for the time commitment.
They felt they were ready for long hours but that wasn’t always the case. “There wasn’t as much
of a time commitment in college compared to competitive (dance),” said one participant, while
another indicated that their prior experience prepared them for the long hours at college,
“Stamina, long rehearsal days, unhealthy eating habits/body image, rigorous training, all were
introduced to me at a young age, so in college it was to be expected.”
A few other dancers commented that they were overprepared for specific genres,
depending on what focuses their college offered, one student sharing “my college dance
education has primarily consisted of ballet and pointe, and based on my studio experience, I felt
overprepared for jazz,” while another stated, “I was ready for a ballet program, when our
university is focused on rooted jazz dance.” Others said they were overprepared in tap or
modern.
Students were then asked, “In what ways did you feel underprepared for your college
dance experience?” Five participants said they did not feel underprepared at all, while most of
the other participants felt there was at least one aspect of their training that had holes in it. One
participant commented, “I don’t personally feel underprepared as far as my training, but I feel
underprepared as far as education on how different college dance is versus competitive dance
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during middle school and high school years is. College dance is a different environment and not
as many styles are done as high school dance, so I felt underprepared in the sense that I did not
know how different it was.”
Further comments from multiple participants included specifics regarding their ballet
training or lack thereof. One stated, “I felt like I didn’t learn enough ballet vocabulary or ballet
training, as the competition dance training experience lies mostly in cleaning and performing
jazz or contemporary.” Another commented, “I was not up to pace in ballet with the rest of the
students.” “There is so much ballet and my studio was never heavy on ballet,” said one
participant and still another asserted, “My ballet technique was weaker than I had expected so I
had a lot of room for growth and wasn’t placed in a level that I was expecting;”
Various students responded on their lack of modern experience. Comments included: “I
had never taken a modern class in my life before college and my ballet technique was not
proficient;” “I had zero experience in modern, and my education in ballet had a lot of flaws, so I
really felt like I had to relearn a lot;” “I didn’t take modern in high school;” “Not as much
experience in modern as I wished I had;” “I felt very underprepared. I had never taken a modern
class once before college. I was told we were able to take jazz, but it was never offered, and I
had more fun dancing on the dance team than in my academic classes.”
Lastly, a few dancers made note of the fact that they had to take dance history class and
were feeling unprepared in knowing where the dance they were doing came from. One
participant stated, “I felt underprepared for the history part of my college dance classes; it wasn’t
just a matter of ‘show up and take class,” I was also educated and quizzed on famous
choreographers, schools, techniques, and the overall history of multiple dance styles.”
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Students were then asked to, “Describe how your college dance experience differs from
your competition training and experiences.” One dancer commented, “It is a much more loving
environment, and I feel accepted, and I truly love dance again.” Another had a different
experience stating, “It was far more similar than I had expected. The only difference in my
opinion was just the level of experience my professors had, and the more science side of dance
was used as a tool to help us further understand technique.” While another felt the complete
opposite commenting, “It was completely different. I felt as there was much more structure in
competition training and a clear “right and wrong” with competition dance opposed to the postmodern work we did at my school.”
Fourteen of the participants left a comment that referred to college dance being more
about the artistry and expression of movements rather than the perfection and precision that
comes with competition dance. “In college we focus more on technique and finding our brand
that will make us stand out in a room full of people. In competition dance it is more focused on
the tricks you can do to catch the judge’s eye and earn a higher score.” Another participant
stated, “My college dance experience has been more focused on traditional theory and
composition techniques rather than tricks and technique drilling that my competition team
focused on to get routines perfected. Now, rather than completing tricks perfectly, I am focused
on thinking creatively and building upon what I know to learn more.” Another mentioned, “My
college dance experience has been more focused on proper execution and articulation of
movements rather than performing strongly and with showmanship; it breaks down everything to
fundamentals in a way I’d never thought of. Additionally, the historical and education and
appreciation that comes with my college classes was not something that was covered with my
competition training.”
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As a follow up question, participants were asked, “What do you wish you had learned in
the dance classroom prior to attending a college dance program?” Two dancers commented that
they felt they were totally prepared for college and did not think they had anything missing from
their training prior to entering college. A few commented that they wish they had learned about
audition processes, anatomy, methodology, or how to be open-minded. Three dancers wanted
more ballet training, four wanted more dance history knowledge, six wanted more modern
training, while seven wanted more improvisation practice or techniques.
Lastly, participants were asked to rate, on a scale of 1 to 10, how they felt their
competitive dance training readied them for their college dance program with 1 being the least
prepared and 10 being the most prepared. Figure 14 shows that most of the students felt they
were somewhat prepared for a college dance program.
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Figure 14. Rating Scale of Preparedness for a College Dance Program

Participants were asked to identify how they felt their competition dance training made
them as a dancer (see Figure 15). Twenty-six dancers felt that competition dance training made
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them strong, twenty-three said flexible, and eighteen chose artistic performers. Half of the
dancers felt that their competition dance training made them a well-rounded dancer.
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Figure 15. Qualities Created from Competition Dance Training

Professor/College Data
College dance professors from across the United States were given an anonymous survey
that consisted of twelve questions. Data were collected from December 12, 2021, to June 9,
2022.
Analysis of Teacher Background Data
Professors were asked to share information about their college including what dance
classes students need to take to complete their dance degree, how students are chosen to be in the
dance program, how many performances students are offered, and how students adapt to the
programs that are offered at their school.
Of the eleven professors who participated in the survey, three of the schools offered a
dance major and a dance minor, two offered a dance minor only, three offered a dance major
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only, one offered a dance major, minor, and dance education degree, one had a theatre/music
major and minor whose students had to take dance as part of their degree, and one just offered
dance classes without a degree option.
The dance classes students need to complete prior to graduation varied at each college.
Of the eight professors that answered the question, all eight said that their students needed to
take a choreography class followed closely by ballet and dance history (see Figure 16). Some of
the other classes that colleges require their dance majors to take include movement studies,
musical theater dance, dance sciences (kinesiology, conditioning, and wellness), career
preparation, technical production, vocal techniques, and dance wellness.
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Figure 16. Dance Classes Needed to Graduate

For dancers to be accepted into the dance programs at various colleges, sometimes an
audition is held. Four professors shared how dancers are chosen from their audition process to be
accepted into the program. One professor stated, “We look for ability to learn, control of their
body, as close to proper alignment as possible, dynamics in the movement expression, spatial
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awareness, lines and aesthetic of movement.” Another shared that they look for a “mixture of
ability, adaptability, curiosity, creativity, and attitude.” At another school, dancers are chosen
“based on potential to gain competence in the skills required for the degree.”
Performance opportunities range from college to college. One professor shared that they
have fourteen performances a year for dancers, while some of the others shared that they only
offered two to six performances in a given year. One professor stated, “4 potential opportunities.
Freshmen are not allowed to perform in the concert.” Only one professor said their college
participated in competition (NCAA for college dance teams).
Analysis of Teacher’s Perception of
Their Dance Programs
Participants were asked, “Do some of the students you accept into your dance program
have difficulties adapting?” Of the eight professors that answered, seven of them said yes. The
one professor who said no commented, “I think that some dancers who come from competition
schools do not emphasize enough technique, instead relying on tricks. So, when they come to a
college setting, they are used to doing this type of choreography instead of working on the
artistry or musicality of dance.” One professor stated,
They’re used to going to school (from) 7-3 and then spending 4-11 (pm) at the studio.
There is a regimented lifestyle that is very different in a competitive studio setting. When
they get to college, they don’t have anyone making sure they get up and their schedule is
more blended. They have to rely on their own motivation. Additionally, they may
physically be dancing less but the dancing they do in college is more intelligent, asking
more of their focus and intellectual side and not just a regurgitation of steps learned
quickly. This is a difficult transition for some.
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Other professors commented on the dancer’s inability to adapt due to lack of time
management, lack of mental or physical preparation, the desire for more rigorous program, and
the fact that “competition dance emphasizes aspects of dance unrelated to professional dance.”
One professor said,
The students who have a hard time adapting feel as though they aren’t being supported in
their interests or what they think dance is put into question and challenged. Many times,
we hear competition or studio dancers say they are “bored” because they would rather
move forward with “impressive tricks” than deepen what they already know.
Participants were asked, “In what way do your dance students respond differently to your
curriculum and why?” One answered,
They initially have a harder time because I focus on the way the body works more and
why we do certain movements and not just “getting the tricks.” I also focus on using
proper technique instead of forcing things too much (i.e. turnout, etc.). They are used to
trying to learn new tricks and getting to the next level of their movement, but they
weren’t always taught a safe way to progress things. I scale things back and have them
not go as hard to really focus on the proper and safe way to do things.
Another stated,
The curriculum can feel outdated and inflexible. Students who love to learn or are new to
dance often have the easiest time assimilating. Dancers who come in as transfers or have
5-10 years of studio experience often find dissonance or uncomfortable learning curves.
Students who are looking for a more contemporary or commercial side of dance world
are often underwhelmed. I believe this is the case because the program curriculum is
based on honoring historically traditional styles and techniques. It is based on
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performance specific experience in concert dance (ballet and modern). This is a very new
world unknown to many dancers, even experienced dancers in ballet or at studio. There
seems to be a misunderstanding of what dance is and how vast the world is, by dancers
and dance teachers.
Professors were also asked, “Where do you feel students are lacking in dance knowledge
when they arrive in your program?” Many comments included dance history and
anatomy/wellness, while a couple others said technique and musicality. One stated, “Most come
from competition training and are not willing to adapt.” Another shared,
Efficient and sufficient anatomical alignment and mobility. Understanding or lack thereof
of the different job opportunities in the dance world. A misunderstanding of what training
in higher education will get you or prepare you for. A misunderstanding of what all of the
education options are other than higher education. Internal motivation can be lacking,
instead they rely on “good jobs” and other people to tell them they are “good” when that
language is often not used in higher education.
As a follow up question, they were asked, “What training would you suggest for dancers
to be successful in your dance program?” Three participants said ballet and one added modern
and history. One stated, “Cross-training in (ex.) Pilates, Floor-barre, and anatomy/kinesiology in
sync with the wide range of career possibilities if performance is not on their plate for success.”
Another replied, “I don’t mind they come from competition schools, but they need more
information and understanding on what they want and where to get what they want. Does anyone
ask these questions?”
Lastly, college professors were asked, “What do you do, if anything, to bridge the gap
from studio dancer to college dancer?” Some professors said that they go back to basics.
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I try to bring basics back if they are lacking in that area. Without being judgmental, I
work on their area of expertise and try to bring the foundational steps into their
vocabulary so they can be successful at all types of dance. I help them understand the
concepts of good choreography and following the mood of the music and not just the
words of the song.
Another stated, “I really focus on going back to the basics and making sure everything is done
properly.” Other dance professors focus on the mindset of the dancers offering the opportunity to
talk it out. “There is not much done besides talking during office hours to help understand what
the student is thinking. Mindfulness practices are just now being implemented to help with focus
and internal focuses and understanding of the self.” Another stated, “We try to talk to our
students while also nurture them into the program.” While another offers “mentorship’s (facultystudent and student-student).” One professor indicated that they have a “New Student Seminar
course.” Lastly one professor said, “Our program is so varied. Some have never danced before,
and some are advanced. It is about adapting the program to each individual student.”
Summary
The intent of these data collected was to shed light onto the training dancers received
prior to entering a college dance program and if the training was sufficient to prepare the dancer
for the post-secondary dance programs they entered. These data collected also included college
dance professors’ opinions of the dancers entering their program. Data were analyzed both
quantitatively through graphs and charts while qualitative data were analyzed to find common
themes within the responses.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The final chapter of this thesis restates the research problem, reiterates the findings, and
summarizes the results. As previously mentioned, the goal of this study was to see if competition
trained dancers are being prepared for a college dance program using the following essential
questions as a guide:
Q1

In what ways has competitive dance training prepared students for a college dance
program?

Q2

In what ways has competitive dance training not prepared students for a college
dance program?

Q3

What are colleges doing to help students transition from being a studio
competition dancer to college dance and to be successful in their program?

Q4

What can competition studios do to better prepare their dancers for a college
dance program?

Interpretations and Findings
Analysis of the participants presented many interesting findings. The thirty students
surveyed all danced at local dance studios with two-thirds of them beginning their dance training
by the age of four. More than two-thirds of the dancers spent eleven or more hours a week in the
dance classroom training. In contrast, 23% of dancers spent more than ten hours week in the
classroom while in college. By the time dancers had gone to college, 66% of them had been
competing for six or more years. While in college, only three dancers said they competed in
dance.
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Prior to college, dancers trained and competed in many styles of dance. All thirty survey
participants competed in jazz dance, followed closely by lyrical, contemporary, and tap. The
classes which dancers had to complete in college included ballet (23), jazz (17), modern (16), tap
(8), contemporary (8) and others (less than 8). Students expressed that the class that prepared
them the most for their college experience was ballet/pointe or contemporary (60%), followed by
jazz and modern. This data then suggests that dancers should be possibly competing more in
ballet and contemporary, as well as modern.
Many dancers felt they were overprepared with their dance tricks and turns but
underprepared in their ballet or modern training as well as dance history. Almost half of the
dancers also felt that college dance was less about the precision that comes with competition
dance and more about the artistry and meaning behind the movement.
When asked to rate their preparedness for college on a scale of 1-10, fourteen participants
rated in the 5-7, range. Dancers expressed they wished they had more ballet training, dance
history, modern training, and improvisation techniques. Again, this data suggests that
competitive dancers should be afforded the opportunity to compete more in ballet or modern.
Of the eight college dance professors surveyed, seven of them said that dancers have a
hard time making the transition to a college dance program which was due to the structure of
college classes, what is now being asked of them in the dance classroom, and the different
approaches that are being used. Some of it is caused by the lack of historical and traditional
knowledge students had upon arrival to a college dance program, as well as lack of anatomy and
wellness understandings.
College dance professors can make some adjustments in their classes to connect the
studio dance training to the college/professional dance world. Some said they go back to basics
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in the dance classrooms or offer more mindfulness practices to help dancers transition.
Professors suggest that dancers who plan on attending college for dance have a better
understanding of dance history, technique, and musicality. Three professors suggested that
dancers take more ballet and one said more modern. This reiterates what the students expressed
about their training as well.
Limitations to the Study
One limitation to this study was the small sample size. Thirty students and eight
professors do not adequately represent the majority of the dance community. A larger sample
size would provide more data and increase generalizability of the findings. Another limitation
was access to participants. The researcher found that many current college dancers do not
frequent Facebook or are not part of the group which the researcher was posting. Further, college
dance professors may not join a Facebook group that is meant for dance studio owners/teachers.
Recommendations for Further
Research
Additional research is needed to fully understand how dance students can leave for
college prepared for what they are about to experience. As one professor put it, “they need more
information and understanding on what they want and where to get what they want.” Not all
dance programs are created equal, whether it is a dance studio, high school dance program, or
college dance program. Each one has their own specific focus and goals, but what are their goals
in relationship to the goals of each individual dance student? Looking at the size of each college
or University program, how does a student find the one that is right for them? How can we close
the gap on the differences between the college dance programs as well as the gap between the
transition from studio dancer to college dancer, to give the student the most of what they need to
excel, as well as what they want to achieve?
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPATION IN
RESEARCH SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE - STUDENTS
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO
Project Title: Competition Trained Dancers and College Dance Programs Researcher: Alison
Durham, Dance Education
Phone:

(xxx) xxx-xxxx

E-mail:

durh4488@bears.unco.edu

Purpose and Description: The primary purpose of this study is to determine if students who train
as competitive dancers are prepared to enter, and be successful in, a college dance program.
Through a series of open-ended, multiple choice, and rating scale questions, subjects will
describe their previous dance training and experience, as well as their current college training for
the purpose of discovering how well-prepared they believe they have been for the college dance
program.
Participants must be 18 years or older to participate in this survey. There are no potential risks in
this project. The time to complete the survey questionnaire is approximately 15 minutes.
Subjects should answer each question to the best of their ability and recollection and should not
skip any questions.
The researcher will take every precaution to protect the subject’s confidentiality. A designated
letter will be assigned to each subject to identify him or her. Data collected and analyzed for this
study will be kept on a password protected computer, which is only accessible by the researcher.
All data and consent forms will be destroyed after three years.
Participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate in this study and, if you begin
participation, you may still decide to stop and withdraw at any time. Your decision will be
respected and will not result in loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.
Having read the above and having had an opportunity to ask any questions, participants consent
to participate in this research by clicking continue. A copy of this form will be given to you to
retain for future reference. If you have any concerns about your selection or treatment as a
research participant, please contact Nicole Morse, Office of Research, Kepner Hall, University of
Northern Colorado Greeley, CO 80639.
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CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE - PROFESSORS
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO
Project Title: Competition Trained Dancers and College Dance Programs
Researcher:

Alison Durham, Dance Education

Phone:
E-mail:

(xxx) xxx-xxxx
durh4488@bears.unco.edu

Purpose and Description: The primary purpose of this study is to determine if students who train
as competitive dancers are prepared to enter, and be successful in, a college dance program.
Through a series of open-ended, and multiple-choice questions, subjects will describe what their
college dance program consists of, how students are selected for their program, and where there
are discrepancies or gaps in students’ dance training with respect to the demands of the
university program.
There are no potential risks in this project. The time to complete the survey questionnaire is
approximately 15 minutes. Subjects should answer each question to the best of their ability and
recollection and should not skip any questions.
The researcher will take every precaution to protect subject’s confidentiality. A designated letter
will be assigned to each subject to identify him or her. Data collected and analyzed for this study
will be kept on a password protected computer, which is only accessible by the researcher. All
data and consent forms will be destroyed after three years.
Participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate in this study and, if you begin
participation, you may still decide to stop and withdraw at any time. Your decision will be
respected and will not result in loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.
Having read the above and having had an opportunity to ask any questions, participants consent
to participate in this research by clicking continue. A copy of this form will be given to you to
retain for future reference. If you have any concerns about your selection or treatment as a
research participant, please contact Nicole Morse, Office of Research, Kepner Hall, University of
Northern Colorado Greeley, CO 80639.
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SURVEY QUESTIONS: STUDENTS
Q1

At what age did you begin your dance training?
________________________________________________________________

Q2

At what age did you begin competing?
________________________________________________________________

Q3

How many years did you compete before going to college?

o
o
o
o
Q4

1-3
4-6
6-9
10+

What styles of dance did you compete in? (check all the apply)

▢ Tap
▢ Jazz
▢ Ballet/Pointe
▢ Hip Hop
▢ Contemporary
▢ Lyrical
▢ Modern
▢ Acrobatics
▢ Other
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Q4-1 What other styles of dance did you compete in?
________________________________________________________________
Q5

In high school, approximately how many hours a week did you dance
(classes/privates/rehearsals)?

o
o
o
o
o
o
Q6

3-4
5-6
7-8
9-10
11+

Of those hours, approximately how many were specific for competition rehearsal?

o
o
o
o
Q7

1-2

1-2
3-4
5-6
7+

About how many competitions did you compete in in one year (including nationals)?

o
o
o
o

1-3
4-6
7-9
10+
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Q8

Did you compete as a soloist?

o
o

Yes
No

Q8-1 How many of your high school years did you compete with a solo dance?

o
o
o
o
Q9

2
3
4

How many group numbers did you compete with in one year?

o
o
o
o
Q10

1

1-3
4-6
7-9
10+

Do you feel your training as a competition dancer made you: (check all that apply)

▢
▢
▢
▢

Strong
Flexible
One-sided
Well-rounded

▢
▢
▢
▢

A cookie-cutter dancer
A good improvisor
An artistic performer
Other
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Q10-1 Other - please describe
________________________________________________________________
Q11

Did you receive your dance training at (check all that apply)

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Local Dance Studio
Performing Arts High School
Performing Arts Middle School
Private Tutoring
Other

Q11-1 Other - please describe
________________________________________________________________
Q12

How many years have you been dancing in college?

o
o
o
o
o
o

1
2
3
4
5+
Other

Q12-1 Other - please describe
________________________________________________________________
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Q13

Which area of the country do you attend college?

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
Q14

Mid-Atlantic
Southeast
Southwest
Midwest
Northwest
West

How many hours of weekly dance classes (for credit) do you attend in college?

o
o
o
o
Q15

Northeast

1-3
4-6
7-9
10+

Are you taking classes for a (check all that apply)

▢
▢
▢
▢

Dance Education Major or Minor
Dance Minor
Dance Emphasis
Dance Major
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Q16

How many college performances do you have in one year?

o
o
o
o
Q17

1-2
3-4
5-6
7+

Do you participate in any competitions as part of your college dance program?

o
o

Yes
No

Q17-1 Which college dance competitions do you participate in?
________________________________________________________________
Q18

What types of dance classes have you already completed as part of your college dance
program?
________________________________________________________________

Q19

Which dance class genre do you feel prepared you the most for your college dance
experience?

o
o
o
o
o

Tap
Jazz
Ballet/Pointe
Hip Hop
Contemporary

o
o
o
o

Lyrical
Modern
Acrobatics
Other
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Q19-1 Other - please describe
________________________________________________________________
Q20

In what ways did you feel overprepared for your college dance experience?
________________________________________________________________

Q21

In what ways did you feel underprepared for your college dance experience?
________________________________________________________________

Q22

Describe how your college dance experience differs from your competition training and
experiences.
________________________________________________________________

Q23

What do you wish you had learned in the dance classroom prior to attending a college
dance program?
________________________________________________________________

Q24

On a scale of 1 to 10 with one being the least prepared and 10 being the most prepared,
how do you feel that your competitive dance training readied you for your college dance
program?
0
1 Least Prepared, 10 Most Prepared ()

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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SURVEY QUESTIONS: PROFSSORS

Q1

What area of the country is your school located?
▼ Northeast ... West

Q2

Does your school offer a (check all that apply)

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Dance Major
Dance Minor
Dance Education Major
Dance Education Minor
Other

Q2-1 Other - please describe
________________________________________________________________
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Q3

In what areas of the dance discipline do your students (dance majors) need to study to
graduate? (check all that apply)

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Ballet
Jazz
Tap
Hip Hop
Contemporary
Ballroom
African
Modern
Dance Choreography
Repertoire/Performance
Dance History
Teaching Methods
Dance Philosophy
Improv
Music for Dancers
Other

Q3-1 Other - please describe
________________________________________________________________
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Q4

What styles of dance can students focus on in your program?
________________________________________________________________

Q5

How do you choose who is accepted into the dance program?
________________________________________________________________

Q6

How many performance opportunities do you offer for your students in one year?
________________________________________________________________

Q7

Does your college offer the opportunity to compete in dance competitions?

▢
▢

Yes
No

Q7-1 Which competitions do you attend?
________________________________________________________________
Q8

Do some of the students you accept into your dance program have difficulties adapting?
▼ Yes ... No

Q8-1 Why do you think this is?
________________________________________________________________
Q9

In what way do your dance students respond differently to your curriculum?
________________________________________________________________

Q9-1 Why do you think this is?
________________________________________________________________
Q10

Where do you feel students are lacking in the dance knowledge when they arrive in your
program?
________________________________________________________________

Q11

What training would you suggest for dancers for them to be successful in your dance
program?
________________________________________________________________
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Q12

What do you do, if any, to bridge the gap from studio dancer to college dancer?
________________________________________________________________

